onExamination - from BMJ Learning, is a leading provider of online exam revision resources. Since 1996 we have supported over 167,000 medical professionals with their exam preparation. The majority of our subscribers come to us from personal recommendations, which is testament to the quality and relevance of our learning materials. Whether you are a medical student or a doctor in training, our focussed and efficient revision resource will put you on the path to exam success.
Let us Support your Learning

We provide exam revision resources, self assessment modules and clinical video tutorials. Our extensive range of learning material ensures that you can prepare for your exams and keep your medical knowledge updated throughout your career.

Exam Revision Resources

We offer 58,000 expertly written, peer reviewed revision questions across 33 exam revision resources. Our editorial team are experienced in writing exam format questions that are pitched at the right level of difficulty to mirror the actual exam.

Our UK Royal College and Student exam resources include:

- MRCP Part 1
- MRCP Part 2 Written
- MRCGP
- MRCOG Part 1 & 2
- MRCS Part A Papers 1 & 2
- MRCPCH Part 1 A & B
- MRCPCH Part 2
- PLAB
- International Medical Student
- Specialty Certificate Examination in Endocrinology and Diabetes

Self Assessment Modules

Use our modules to ensure you keep an up-to-date learning portfolio throughout your career. onExamination is recognised by EPASS (RCGP Scotland) as an accredited learning provider.

Video Tutorials

Take advantage of our classic video tutorials to teach you how to correctly perform clinical examinations and interpretations by watching real time demonstrations by clinical experts.
A Personal Revision Experience from onExamination

Make the most of our features to receive a tailored and personal revision experience. We offer different learning styles and feedback on your performance, such as:

**Work Smart** gives you the opportunity to customise your revision session so you can focus on the areas of your knowledge that you want to improve.

**Work Hard** tests and stretches your applied knowledge by delivering you questions from all topics relevant to the current exam in a random pattern.

**AdaptForMe™** – our question delivery system adapts to your level of ability to give you questions that are pitched to improve your learning faster.

**Group Learning** – This quiz format revision tool lets you compete against your peers whilst testing your knowledge.

**Saved Tests** – create your own test and answer questions against the clock. Use the exam theme past papers to ensure you are fully prepared for the actual exam.

**Tagged Questions** – tag questions so that you can revisit them.

**Feedback** – to ensure you keep your revision on track we provide you with feedback on your performance. Understand which categories you are strong and weak in, to focus your revision sessions.

**Peer Comparison** enables you to plot your performance against the scores of your peers, including other candidates sitting the same exam.
Quality Questions

Our clinically-rich case problems test your knowledge; whilst our answers, explanations and further reading links improve your learning. **Written by our team of specialist authors**, our comprehensive database gives you access to relevant, **regularly updated questions based on your curriculum** and closely aligned to your current exam format.

Feedback and Analysis

Use our detailed analysis and feedback to understand your performance and be aware of the categories you are strong or weak in. See how many questions you have answered correctly and know your average score. Recognise how your performance has improved over time with our day-to-day analysis. **Compare yourself with your peers** to benchmark your performance. Make the most of our feedback to ensure you are prepared for your exam.

For further information, contact us on +44 (0) 207 874 7335 or email support@onexamination.com. We want to help you pass your exams.